Baroreflex increases correlation and coherence of muscle sympathetic nerve activity (SNA) with renal and cardiac SNAs.
Despite accumulating data of muscle sympathetic nerve activity (SNA) measured by human microneurography, whether neural discharges of muscle SNA correlates and coheres with those of other SNAs controlling visceral organs remains unclear. Further, how the baroreflex control of SNA affects the relations between these SNAs remains unknown. In urethane and alpha-chloralose anesthetized, vagotomized, and aortic-denervated rabbits, we recorded muscle SNA from the tibial nerve using microneurography and simultaneously recorded renal and cardiac SNAs. After isolating the carotid sinuses, we produced a baroreflex closed-loop condition by matching the isolated intracarotid sinus pressure (CSP) with systemic arterial pressure (CLOSE). We also fixed CSP at operating pressure (FIX) or altered CSP widely (WIDE: operating pressure +/- 40 mmHg). Under these conditions, we calculated time-domain and frequency-domain measures of the correlation between muscle SNA and renal or cardiac SNAs. At CLOSE, muscle SNA resampled at 1 Hz correlated with both renal (r(2) = 0.71 +/- 0.04, delay = 0.10 +/- 0.004 s) and cardiac SNAs (r(2) = 0.58 +/- 0.03, delay = 0.13 +/- 0.004 s) at optimal delays. Moreover,muscle SNA at CLOSE strongly cohered with renal and cardiac SNAs(coherence >0.8) at the autospectral peak frequencies, and weakly (0.4-0.5) at the remaining frequencies. Increasing the magnitude of CSP change from FIX to CLOSE and further to WIDE resulted in corresponding increases in correlation and coherence functions at nonpeak frequencies, and the coherence functions at peak frequencies remained high (>0.8). In conclusion, muscle SNA correlates and coheres approximately with renal and cardiac SNAs under closed-loop baroreflex conditions. The arterial baroreflex is capable of potently homogenizing neural discharges of these SNAs by modulating SNA at the nonpeak frequencies of SNA autospectra.